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From: Strawn, Scott [mailto:sstrawn@burnsmcd.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 21, 2011 8:46 AM
To: Larry Baronowsky
Cc: Andrews, Block; Bob Berry
Subject: RE: BMCD Chat

Larry,

Please see below from Block Andrews, our Lead Environmental Strategist. Block is at 816-349-6796; please let us
know if you have any additional questions.

Scott,

Comparing Big Rivers’ air pollution controls to the average similarly controlled units from EPA's ICR bituminous
database on mercury, the most problematic unit is likely Reid Station which has only an ESP for controls. The
average ESP only controlled unit has roughly a 8 lb/TBtu Hg rate and it will need to be reduced to 1.2 lb/TBtu to
meet the proposed UMACT limits. It would likely require some dry sorbent injection to reduce SO3 emissions
(Trona, hydrated lime) to a 5 to 10 ppm level first. You still need some SO3 to optimize ash resistivity for ESP
performance. Secondly, it would need activated carbon injection as well. Depending on the quantity of ACI needed,
it is possible to have an increase in PM emissions. Some field testing would be recommended to determine the
impacts and capability of the sorbents injected. There was no ICR test data for a DFGD/ESP combination such as
Green Station. There is also no DFGD/SCR/ESP combination such as Wilson's configuration. The average ICR data
would tell us that Coleman Station is borderline for Hg and that HMPL should be ok. We would recommend testing
to verify those Hg emissions. The ICR data would also tell us that a baghouse is going to perform significantly better
than an ESP for Hg and PM control. I have attached 2 presentations from Electric Power 2011. One paper shows
techniques to optimize mercury removal, the other paper is on ESP optimization.

mailto:/O=BIGRIVERSEXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LAWRENCE.BARONOWSKY
mailto:Eric.Robeson@bigrivers.com
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Motivation
• Draft U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 


(EPA) mercury emission limitations for coal-
fired electric generating units were released 
March 16, 2011. The proposed limitations 
range from 1 to 4 lb Hg/TBtu, depending on 
the coal’s heating value. These limits will 
require coal-to-stack mercury removals 
on the order of 85%–90% for most coals.


• Activated carbon injection (ACI) is a key 
option to enhance mercury capture, but its 
performance can degrade significantly at high 
reduction levels. Understanding the factors 
that limit mercury capture is important to 
optimize ACI performance.


• The goal of this presentation is to highlight 
common mechanisms that limit mercury 
capture in order to guide the selection of ACI 
parameters to reach the maximum capture 
potential for each representative coal type, 
e.g., bituminous or Powder River Basin 
(PRB).


• Today’s discussion will examine the limiting 
factors for in-flight mercury capture, which is 
the case with ACI into an electrostatic 
precipitator (ESP).


Bituminous 
Field Test 


Data


PRB Field 
Test Data


Source: U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) National Energy Technology 
Laboratory (NETL) Phase II Mercury Control Technology Field Testing Program, 
Updated Economic Analysis of Activated Carbon Injection, May 2007.
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In-Flight Mercury Capture
Sorbent
Injection
Lance


Particulate-bound Hg


ESP


For capture to occur, mercury must 
first reach the sorbent, and then it 
must be chemisorbed.
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Mercury–Sorbent 
Interaction Model


• The current model for mercury and AC 
interactions was established through research 
at the Energy & Environmental Research 
Center’s (EERC’s) Center for Air Toxic Metals® 


(CATM®).


• It provides a mechanistic understanding of the 
steps needed for mercury capture.


• The model highlights the fact that flue gas 
species play a critical role in mercury capture, 
both as necessary reactants and as 
competitors for sites on the carbon.


• This dependence on flue gas composition 
underscores the complexity associated with in-
flight mercury capture and suggests that 
mercury capture results can be as individual as 
the plants to which they are applied.
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Primary Pathways Important to In-
Flight Mercury Capture


Mercury
Transport


Active
Site Creation


Competition
from SO2


Competition
from SO3


Oxidation
Required


for Elemental
Mercury


Mercury capture can be limited 
by any one of the reaction steps 
or by competing reactions.
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Dissection of Mercury Capture Data


Increasing
Mercury
Capture


Increasing ACI Rate


Site-Limited Reactant-LimitedTransition Effects


Each individual limitation results 
in a characteristic effect on ACI 
performance.
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Site Limitation
• In the model of mercury–activated 


carbon interactions, carbon 
functionality is reduced to the “site” 
concept. These sites are needed to 
catalyze mercury oxidation and 
enable subsequent capture.


• In this regime, mercury capture is 
proportional to the available sites; 
more carbon provides more 
capture.


• Typical limiting factors include 
direct competition from other flue 
gas components (e.g., SO3) and 
the kinetics of mercury oxidation.


Low-Sulfur Coal with Injected SO3


High-Sulfur Coal with Native SO3
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Reactant Depletion


• In addition to having physical sites 
on the carbon to catalyze 
reactions, multiple reactants are 
needed to perform the steps of 
mercury oxidation and capture.


• When the primary reaction 
pathways consume all of the 
needed reactants, additional 
mercury capture is effectively 
stalled and a plateau in 
performance is reached.


• Common limitations are HCl and 
NOx components, primarily with 
subbituminous coals and lignites.


In this regime, more carbon 
results in quicker depletion of 
the limiting species, with little to 
no increase in mercury capture.
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Transition
Effects


• These effects occur slower 
compared to the primary reaction 
pathway. They soften the transition 
from site-limited to reactant-limited 
regimes.


• Typical transition effects include 
mass transfer (i.e., diffusion of 
mercury to the carbon particles) 
and SO2 consumption of sites.


• Poor mass transfer is a universal 
issue (next slide), but SO2 is 
usually only an issue with medium-
to high-sulfur bituminous coals.
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Source: DOE NETL Phase II Mercury Control Technology 
Field Testing Program, Updated Economic Analysis of 
Activated Carbon Injection, May 2007.
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Transition Effects: Mass Transfer 
Limitations
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• Before mercury capture can occur, 
mercury and the other needed gas-
phase reactants must reach the 
sorbent’s surface.


• The contact time and interfacial 
surface between the flue gas and 
the sorbent are important 
determinants of mass transfer.


• Optimizing mass transfer sharpens 
the transition between site-limited 
and reactant-limited regimes; 
however, it does not necessarily 
increase the maximum capture 
potential.
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General Recommendations for 
Improving ACI Performance


Universal:
Optimize Carbon–
Flue Gas Kinetics


Apply Reactant 
AdditionsOptimize Mass 


Transfer


Minimize/Remove Site-
Specific Flue Gas-


Competitive 
Components
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Remove Competitive Flue Gas 
Components


• The concept is to reduce or 
eliminate species in the flue gas 
that compete for absorption sites 
on the sorbent. SO3 is a good 
example.


• In this case, the improvement to 
mercury capture is directly related 
to the efficiency of SO3
neutralization.


• Difficult situations arise when SO3
is desired (or added) to aid ESP 
performance. In these situations, 
the current best available option 
is to optimize the carbon–flue gas 
kinetics.


Additives, such as the sorbent enhancement 
additives (SEAs) patented by the EERC, can be used 
to selectively remove competing components, 
thereby preserving the sorbent and leaving the sites 
for mercury capture.
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Optimize Mass Transfer
• Two factors are key: dispersion 


and exposure time.


• Computational fluid dynamic (CFD) 
modeling can be used to optimize 
the sorbent injection strategy for 
specific duct configurations.


• Upstream injection (i.e., pre-air 
heater) maximizes residence time 
and, generally, provides improved 
performance. However, higher 
temperatures can also increase the 
kinetics of competing reactions 
(mainly SO2).


CFD results used to determine the 
optimum placement for a fixed 
number of injection lances in 
existing ports at a field test site.
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Reactant Addition


Flue 
Gas


SEA


Sorbent


• The concept is to add reactants 
that facilitate improved mercury–
sorbent interactions and 
performance.


• One approach is to add a SEA in 
conjunction with a sorbent, an 
EERC-patented technology and 
approach.


• Another approach is to pretreat the 
sorbent, i.e., a brominated 
activated carbon (BAC).


• Each option offers subtle 
differences regarding performance, 
flexibility, cost, and handling 
considerations.


It is worthwhile to consider reactant-
limited situations individually in order 
to select the most beneficial solution.
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Optimization of Carbon–
Flue Gas Kinetics


• All carbons are not equal, and 
property variations among carbons 
may make them more or less 
suitable for a given flue gas 
composition.


• In limited instances, this is the only 
optimization that can yield results.


• Most of the properties are inherent 
to the carbon, but mass transfer 
can also play a role because each 
carbon has a unique particle-size 
distribution.


Pilot-scale mercury capture test 
results for three different coals and 
five sorbents. Results are with a 
constant sorbent injection rate.
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What If No Trend Is Apparent?
• Scattered data suggest 


inconsistencies during testing.


• Thorough data logging and 
recordkeeping are necessary to find 
correlations. Long-term testing is also 
useful.


• Implementation of quality 
assurance/quality control (QA/QC) 
procedures is essential to minimize 
random errors.


• Sometimes these “outliers” can lead 
to valuable insights regarding 
unexpected sensitivities.
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Inconsistencies could include:
Plant operating conditions, e.g., 
coal, flue gas composition, and 
volume flow.


Injection system operation.
Mercury measurement and 
mercury-monitoring equipment.
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Conclusion
The insights offered by the EERC CATM-developed mercury–sorbent interaction 
model result in general recommendations for sorbent injection system 
optimization that are in agreement with those gained from field experience. The 
model has led to several EERC-patented mercury control technologies, such as 
the SEA technology.


To go beyond generalizations, the available options to evaluate site-specific 
sorbent injection mercury control include:


– Consultation and/or review of existing mercury capture data. Modeling could 
be used to help extrapolate previous results.


– Pilot-scale testing, most useful for comparing the relative performance of 
several options (e.g., determining the optimum carbon–flue gas reactivity) 
under different operating conditions.


– Full-scale evaluation, most definitive, but it should include a long-term 
component when possible to identify sensitivities to plant operating variables.
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World Wide Web: www.undeerc.org
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Christopher Martin
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Dry Sorbent Injection:
• Low capital solution for reduction of acid gases 


(SO2, SO3, HCl, HF)
– Compliance with MACT Rules


• Alkali sorbent injected as a powder upstream of 
particulate collector
– Many existing boilers have ESPs


• Various sorbents can be used
– sodium bicarbonate


– trona
– hydrated lime


• Injection can affect ESP performance
– Downstream performance needs to be evaluated
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Design Considerations for Dry 


Sorbent Injection


• Sorbent Injection Rate (NSR)


– More is better


• Sorbent Particle Size


– Smaller particles = higher surface area


– Milling of sorbent


• Injection Temperature


• Particle Residence Time


• Effectiveness of Gas-Solids Mixing


• Other Gas Constituents (e.g. H20)
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Effects of Sorbent Injection


• Increases Particulate Loading


• May change outlet loading


– New requirement possible


– MACT rules set specific limits


• May change particle size distribution


• Can affect chemistry of particulate


– Resistivity
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About Lodge Cottrell


• Part of the KC Green Holdings Group
– Active in the US since 1969


– Have supplied more than 4,000 ESPs


• Sister company to Nol-Tec Systems
– Sorb-N-Ject technology for DSI


• Ability to evaluate system performance
– DSI


– APC


– Material handling
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Total APC Solution
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Markets


Power (120,000 MW) 1,650


Iron & Steel 450


Cement 450


Incineration 450


Non Ferrous Metals 300


Detarring 500


Others 750


4,550


Products


Electrostatic Precipitators 4,050


Fabric Filters 300


Ceramic Filter 50


Acid Gas Removal / FGD 150


4,550


Lodge Cottrell Experience
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Design Parameters for Electrostatic 
Precipitators


• Gas flow rate


• Inlet Particulate Loading


• Required Outlet Loading
– Desired Removal Efficiency


• Inlet Particulate Size


• Inlet Particulate Chemistry
– Particle resistivity


• Gas Temperature


• Gas Moisture
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ESP Design and Operation


• ESPs are very efficient particulate collectors


– Existing units are achieving 0.005 lb/MMBtu


• But, ESPs are very application specific


– Not as forgiving as fabric filters


• Changing the operating parameters affects 


performance


– Fuel and ash characteristics may change over 


time


– DSI impacts ESPs
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Effect of Sorbent Injection


• Inlet dust loading increases


• Particle size distribution may change
– Impact on Collection Efficiency?


– Impact on ash removal system?


• Particulate resistivity can be altered
– Sodium compounds reduce resistivity


• Easier to collect


– Calcium compounds increase resistivity
• More difficult to collect
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1. Trona Injection


– Case 1
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1. Trona Injection


– Case 2
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3. Sodium Bicarbonate Injection


– Case 1
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3. Sodium Bicarbonate Injection


– Case 2
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2. Calcium Hydroxide Injection


– Case 1
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2. Calcium Hydroxide Injection


– Case 2
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Effects of Dry Sorbent Injection


• Can I use my existing ESP or do I need an 
upgrade or replacement?


• It depends…
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If you have a large ESP…


• Injection of trona or sodium bicarbonate may 


improve the emissions


– Resistivity impact greater than increase in loading


• Injection of hydrated lime may be tolerable


– ESP designed for high resistivity ash


• Ash removal system needs to be evaluated


– Sorbent tends to collect in front fields


• Ash disposal options needs to be evaluated


– Sodium salts are leachable
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If you have a small ESP…


• Injection of sorbent may increase your 
emissions


– True for both sodium and calcium compounds


• ESP remedial options should be evaluated


• Ash removal system needs to be 
evaluated


• Ash disposal options need to be evaluated
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Factors to Consider in the Evaluation


• Original design conditions
– Fuel, flow, temperature, ash, etc.
– Original ESP configuration


• Current operating conditions
– How are you operating now?


• Future operating conditions
– What are your plans for the future?


• Current status of the ESP
– Has it been upgraded?
– Is it well maintained?


• Options for improving performance
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ESP Remedial Options


• Optimizing Gas Flow through the ESP


• Increasing sectionalization


• Upgrading T/R sets


• Upgrading control systems


• Upgrading rapping configuration


• Adding fields


• Converting to a fabric filter
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Tools to Assess the Impact of DSI 


on an ESP


• Process evaluation


• Flow Modeling studies


– CFD Analysis


– Physical Modeling


• Portable Injection Units


• Resistivity Testing Lab
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Portable Silos
Demo & Temporary / Rental or Purchase
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> RESISTIVITY MEASURING APPARATUS> RESISTIVITY MEASURING APPARATUS> RESISTIVITY MEASURING APPARATUS> RESISTIVITY MEASURING APPARATUS


Resistivity Cell & ElectrodeResistivity Cell & ElectrodeResistivity Cell & ElectrodeResistivity Cell & Electrode


Lodge Cottrell Inc has a laboratory facility to investigate resiLodge Cottrell Inc has a laboratory facility to investigate resiLodge Cottrell Inc has a laboratory facility to investigate resiLodge Cottrell Inc has a laboratory facility to investigate resistivity  for special or high resistivity ashes.  stivity  for special or high resistivity ashes.  stivity  for special or high resistivity ashes.  stivity  for special or high resistivity ashes.  
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Conclusions


• Dry Sorbent Injection upstream of existing ESP 


can affect performance


• Predominant concern is impact on resistivity


• Other concerns are grain loading, particle size


• Sodium sorbents decrease resistivity


• Calcium sorbents increase resistivity


• Overall Effect on ESP Performance is case 


specific
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Thank you!


Questions?


Mike Widico


908-304-2004


mjw@lodgecottrell.com







To specifically answer Big Rivers questions:

• Experience: Yes, we have experience with activated carbon injection systems. Many of our clients have installed
them for compliance with the now-vacated CAMR as well as state mercury rules and state permits.

• Testing: I know that some carbon suppliers have testing equipment that can be brought on-site for test runs. They
have also tested fuel additives for mercury control.

• Cost: A rough idea of capital for a 500-MW unit is about $4.5 million. Rough estimate of O&M (mostly ACI
reagent cost) is about $3 to $5 million/yr. Hydrated lime/Trona could be additional cost.

• Monitoring: CEMS and sorbent traps are acceptable means of monitoring under the proposed Utility Boiler
MACT. My understanding is that these instruments are not perfected and still require significant staff efforts to
operate them. Many utilities installed Mercury CEMS for CAMR, operated the monitoring for a few months to learn
the system then stopped operating the CEMS once CAMR was vacated.

Block

Scott

Scott P. Strawn

(573) 268-0189 (Cell)

Burns & McDonnell

sstrawn@burnsmcd.com

This E-Mail and any attachments are solely for the use of the addressed recipients and may contain privileged attorney-client communication, or
privileged attorney work product. Any review or distribution by others is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, and receive or
come into possession of this communication in error, please contact the sender by phone at 816-333-9400 and delete and purge this email from
your email system, and destroy any other electronic or printed copies. Thank you.

-----Original Appointment-----
From: Larry Baronowsky [mailto:Larry.Baronowsky@bigrivers.com]
Sent: Wednesday, June 15, 2011 7:42 AM
To: Strawn, Scott
Subject: Accepted: BMCD Chat
When: Thursday, June 16, 2011 10:00 AM-10:30 AM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: Larry's Office



Something for us to discuss tomorrow!! Have you had any experience with activated carbon injection for
mercury capture? Have any of your clients tested the process? Any idea how much capital investment is
required for the necessary equipment, and ongoing O&M cost for a 500 MW unit? Has the online mercury
monitor been perfected or is the sorbent tube still the preferred method to measure mercury emissions?

________________________________

The information contained in this transmission is intended only for the person or entity to which it is directly addressed or copied. It
may contain material of confidential and/or private nature. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or other use of, or taking of
any action in reliance upon, this information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is not allowed. If you receive this
message and the information contained therein by error, please contact the sender and delete the material from your/any storage
medium.


